
WAS - Stakeholder Evaluations

Pupil Evaluation Form results

As of 20th March 2019 03:00 PM There have been 175 submissions

Results are scored out of 5 and each average score has been colour coded as below

= 1.0 to 2.9 = 3.0 to 3.9 = 4.0 to 5.0

Any amber or red scores indicate areas that need further examination and development with the relevant 
stakeholder group/s.
Please be aware that low respondent numbers can skew results, both positively and negatively.

I know about the Wellbeing Award for Schools.

Average score 2.6

Improvements

more things to do at break time

to make play times 10 minutes longer

if i new more

Evidence

They are making lots of new things in the school for us to enjoy like, OPAL and the gym

because the teachers told us .

the teacher and my parents told me

MRS TENENT TOLD US

yes

In our school, we learn about how important it is to talk about our feelings and 



emotions.

Average score 4.1

Improvements

things are sorted out straight away

people make you feel like there listening

Evidence

Some people don't like to talk about what's happening to them

lots of the teachers say its fine to speak out and they boost alot of respect for us

asembelly

Asembleys

assembalys

i know this because our friends get sad and lonely so I help them if there alone.

if you need to talk you can talk to an adult

i have talked to people about this before so i understand

you need to get it out

of an assembly that we had and the year 5 and 6 had a privet speak by the men that came in.

because we need to see if people are ok

it is good to talk to get it out.

I believe I can make a difference if someone else is feeling worried or unhappy.

Average score 4.3

Improvements



I could know all problems

if they could tell a adult

i cant

Evidence

Because sometimes I don't know what to do

its fine

i can make them happier

i could tell a teacher

I used to get worried all the time

I know this because my friends get sad and worried at playtime.

it is kind

they dont always want my help

yes because you and other people care

i do

i love making people happy.

we do lots of asemblies about it.

My school really cares about me and how I am feeling.

Average score 4

Improvements

if you could pick what u want to do

Evidence



I know that because my teacher helps me at litracy and numracy.

sometimes i feel like the teachers have favorites

they tell me to sort it out my self

when i'm walking around or going to class the teachers always ask if your OK and i think that its really 
supportive

i know this because they try and make us happy

yes because the teachers are nice at west moor primary

my friends are there for me every time i am hurt

My school really cares about all its pupils and how they are feeling.

Average score 4.3

Improvements

if they try a bit header to make us feel

Evidence

they help you at school time.

yes they do because they care about if we are ok

yes

my school really cares about me and my friends

If needed, I would feel comfortable talking about how I am feeling at school.

Average score 3.4

Evidence



I don't know how to say and i am to shy

yes because I feel sad sometimes and I get less stressed

yes i have done this before

because the teachers always like to support me and give me advice on what to do so it very helpful

yes because i might need to

yes

sometimes i like to keep it hidden.

i have a few friends who really care about me but i barely get to talk to them e.g lucas mc

My teachers know when I am feeling worried or unhappy.

Average score 3.5

Evidence

maybe

face

they can see you upset so yeah

yes

they know because my face gose down when im sad.

i would show emotion

only if i am crying

yes they do because the way i look

yes

my teacher mostly notices when i am not feeling sad

I am able to get help at school when I am feeling worried or unhappy.



Average score 3.9

Improvements

no

i did not have to run when i am trying to get the teachers attention, so i think that there should be a teacher in 
a part of the playground

Evidence

its depends on what its is

yes I dpeak to the counsler

there are many teachers to speak to

yes i agree

the teachers always listen to what u say and its very helpful .

yes because i have lots of people that care about me

because i always get found

The school really cares about what I think and listens to what I have to say.

Average score 3.9

Improvements

i think they could make us feel like there listening

when i put my hand up the waiting time should be quicker and when the teacher is not talking i put my hand 
up and other people still have their hand up as well as me and then the teacher only answers the other people 
which is not me

Evidence



definetley

sort of

they like it when I feel confordent and helpful.

yes

I know it because they always help me!!

yes they do because they care and always listen

yes

my teacher asks everyone if they are ok and i can say and if its bad they will help

i know this because mrs stott doesnt think she liistens or cares


